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This over-40-year-old residence was in need of a major update when the owners approacned

-

Ade Living Design Studio. lt hadn't been renovated at all over the years, and was still in its
original condition. There would be three generations living in it, too, since the son, his wife
and three young daughters were going to move in with the father. This meant expanding the
current structure to accommodate the six family members and two domestic helpers
The design team worked with an architect on the yearlong project to orchestrate the
interior planning and design the newly added rooms and loft in the restructured two-anda-half storey house. Top of the client's list of requirements was
not surprisingly - "more
storage space", recalls the designers. The son, a doctor, was keen on a "modern, cleancut" style that would include natural materials, too. With that in mind, they incorporated an
organic mix of marble, quarlz and wood elements against their sleek built-in designs. )

-

The light and airy open concept dry kitchen - the "hub" of the home as the family
entertains often - features glossy white acrylic-panelled cabinet doors countered by black
and white quadz tops and slab-cut Volakas marble flooring. "Quartz is very durable, won't
show up stains and is easy to maintain," the designers say about their material choice for the
countertops. Two "concrete" structural columns anchoring the kitchen are in fact, clad in the
latest cement finish laminate from Lamitak.
In the inviting master bedroom, the tone is more subdued with the generous use of warm
wood. The owners didn't want a false ceiling, prefening to accentuate a high cbiling with
exposed beams instead. The ceiling is matched by parquet flooring in a long-strip design
- "there are fewer joints and it visually "lengthens" the room," the designers reveal. To cater
to the need for storage, a foofhigh raised platform with flip-up floorboards was built along
the window. There are no gaps or handles on the nondescript boards, and one uses a suction
device to open the slow-close panels.
There is more storage in the study room, where a three-metre-long bookshelf and cabinet
holds the couple's extensive book collection. Built from floor to ceiling, the topmost shelves
are accessible via a customised stainiess steel ladder.
Likewise, in the little girls' room, the three customised beds incorporate roomy pullout
drawprs underneath for toys and other paraphernalia. Thinking ahead, the design team

also designed the beds and side tables such that they can be easily dismantled when the
girls grow bigger. lt is details.like this that clients of Arte Living appreciate. After all, when a
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Custom-buitt detaits
satisfy the aesthetic and space
needs of each member of this

three-generation home.
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The firm's reputation for good work is illustrated in this three-bedroom condo unit. The
-

homeowner, a bachelor, had asked Arte Living to renovate his previous home. When he moved
into this new apadment, he called on the firm's expertise again. Banking on its signature fuss-

Smartty ptanned
spaces maximise the

timited ftoor area of

this bachelor pad.

free style, the bachelor's brief was for a "more spacious" feel to his residence.
One of the challenges here was the narrow living area. To get around it, the design team

repositioned the TV point to an adjacent wall such that the facing sofa would no longer be
dividing the room in half. "lt makes for a smoother traffic flow," they say. Now, the dining area
flows unobstructed into the living room, while a mirrored wall at one end helps to visually
enlarge the space. The white gloss laminated TV console is unusually low as it was designed
to double as a bench when more guests fill the place. As an accent to the con$ole, the
designer added a moveable glass case "for the set-top box". A feature panel in the living
room is wrapped in plush brown leather-like vinyl, adding a "soft finish" to the rest of the
clean, white, slightly-textured wallpapered walls.
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To open up the layout even more, the designers did away with the study room
walls and wooden door. In their place is a full glass wall and swing door that allow
more natural light to enter the corridor from the study room windows. ln maximising
the room, custom shelves were built, along with an adjoining table that slides along
the length of the shelves for flexible sitting.
Again, displaying the firm's forte in carving out neat, hidden storage, the
designers built a cosy settee with underside storage in a corridor nook just outside

the study room. Flip the seats up and there's even room to store luggage bags
inside. The same idea continues in the master bedroom, where a bay window
ledge seat can be lifted to reveal storage space below. EE
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Arte Living Design Studio
Principal designers Gary Boo and Carine Leong are passionate
about their business - and it shows. For them, a home encompasses a person's
lifestyle, which explains why they create spaces that respect their residents.
?Z*t?.:*Z* Timeless desisns that embrace a sense of spaciousness.
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